
Roll over, Lance Wyman, and tell 
Bridget Riley the news. Designed by 
an old hippy for maximum dazzle, 
Vibro is an ice cream headache of 
a typeface which exploits the  
principles of chromatic vibration 
to send streams of high voltage 
through the viewer’s visual cortex. 
The exigencies of pattern-making 
have been permitted to trump those 
of classical construction. In the in-
terests of greater stripiness, count-
ers have been dispensed with. Orna- 
ments and exotic ligatures add to 
the ruckus. A full range of diacritics 
has been mortised into the bodies 
of the letters, enabling Vibro to 
trample basic standards of legibi- 
lity in over 130 languages. Awarded 
a TDC Certificate of Excellence.
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16pt

LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE (LSD), ALSO KNOWN AS ACID, IS A  
psychedelic drug known for its psychological effects. These may  
include altered awareness of a subject’s surroundings, percep-
tions, and feelings, as well as sensations and images that seem 
real, though they are not. It is typically either swallowed or held 
under the tongue, though it can also be injected. It was first  
produced by Albert Hofmann in 1938 from ergotamine, a chemi-
cal derived from the fungus ergot. LSD was introduced as a  
commercial medication under the trade name Delysid for  
various psychiatric uses in 1947. In the 1950s, officials at the U.S. 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) thought the drug might be  
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LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE (LSD), ALSO 
known as acid, is a psychedelic drug 
known for its psychological effects.  
These may include altered awareness of  
a subject’s surroundings, perceptions,  
and feelings, as well as sensations and 
images that seem real, though they are 
38pt

THIS MAY INCLUDE ALTERED 
awareness of a subject’s 
surroundings, perceptions, 
and feelings. In addition, 
the sensations and images 
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Precomposed Fractions 1/2 1/4 3/4  →  ¼ ½ ¾
Ordinals 23a 65o  →  23a 65o
Case-sensitive Forms non-com—now  →  NON-COM—NOW
Standard Ligatures Define flee official afflict ruff  
 surfboard Kafka hofhaus fjord  → 
 Define flee official afflict ruff  
 surfboard Kafka hofhaus fjord
Discretionary Ligatures GSTAAD need RUFF FINE FLOW OFFICE  
 AFFLICT loft wiggy RIJKS bijou BLAME 
 BILLS summer MOON good BOSS missy  
 sorted erred best HOTTER TV TWIG TYKE  
 ratface both nutter REVVED bovver  
 navy snowy JAZZED fuzzier  
 www.signalfoundry.com  → 

 GSTAAD need RUFF FINE FLOW OFFICE  
 AFFLICT loft wiggy RĲKS bijou BLAME 
 BILLS summer MOON good BOSS missy  
 sorted erred best HOTTER TV TWIG TYKE  
 ratface both nutter REVVED bovver  
 navy snowy JAZZED fuzzier  
 www.signalfoundry.com
Stylistic Set 1 €23.75  →  €23.75



Uppercase ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
 ÆƏŊÐŒØÞ 
 ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃǼĆČÇĊĎĐÉĔĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĢĠ 
 ĦÍĬÎÏİÌĪĮĨĶĹĽĻĿLŁŃŇŅÑÓŎÔÖÒŐŌǾÕŔŘŖ 
 ŚŠŞȘŦŤȚŢÚŬÛÜÙŰŪŲŮŨẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Lowercase abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
 æəßŋðœøþ 
 áăâäàāąåãǽćčçċďđéĕěêëėèēęğģġ 
 ħıíĭîïìīįĩȷķĺľļŀlłńňņñóŏôöòőōǿõŕřŗ 
 śšşșŧťțţúŭûüùűūųůũẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Ligatures fiflffifflfffbfkfhfj  
 AAeeFFFIFLFFIFFLftggĲijLALLmmOOooSSss 
 strrrtTTTVTWTYtfthttVVvvvywyZZzzwww 
Figures 0123456789 $€£¥ƒ¢#¼½¾%‰
Punctuation & Delimiters •,.…:;?¿!¡*†‡”„“”‘’‚‘‹›«»&()[]{}/\|--––——_ao
Math +−×÷±=<>≤≥≠~°
Symbols ¶§№@@©® ™
Special Sorts ☛↑→↓←☮💌⚘☀🌙★⚡✚☺☹💀😈✾🏶☚

Vibro Glyphs signalfoundry.com 



Designed by Max Phillips.

Many thanks to Benjamin Phillips 

for his kind assistance in drawing the 

devil face. 

Not all applications support OpenType  

features, and not all OpenType-aware  

applications support all OpenType features. 

OpenType is either a registered trademark  

or trademark of Microsoft Corporation  

in the United States and/or other countries.

Text adapted from Wikipedia.
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